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We investigated spatio-temporal evolution of ns laser ablation plumes at atmospheric pressure, a

favored condition for laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy and laser-ablation inductively

coupled plasma mass-spectrometry. The 1064 nm, 6 ns pulses from a Nd:YAG laser were focused

on to an Al target and the generated plasma was allowed to expand in 1 atm Ar. The hydrodynamic

expansion features were studied using focused shadowgraphy and gated 2 ns self-emission visible

imaging. Shadowgram images showed material ejection and generation of shock fronts. A

secondary shock is observed behind the primary shock during the time window of 100-500 ns with

instabilities near the laser cone angle. By comparing the self-emission images obtained using fast

photography, it is concluded that the secondary shocks observed in the shadowgraphy were

generated by fast moving target material. The plume front estimates using fast photography

exhibited reasonable agreement with data obtained from shadowgraphy at early times �400 ns.

However, at later times, fast photography images showed plume confinement while the

shadowgraphic images showed propagation of the plume front even at greater times. The structure and

dynamics of the plume obtained from optical diagnostic tools were compared to numerical simulations.

We have shown that the main features of plume expansion in ambient Ar observed in the experiments

can be reproduced using a continuum hydrodynamics model which provided valuable insight into the

expansion dynamics and shock structure of the plasma plume. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4745867]

I. INTRODUCTION

Laser ablation (LA) and plasma generation already have

numerous applications. These include narrowband short

wavelength light sources for lithography1 and microscopy,2

broadband sources for spectroscopy,3 analytical applications

ranging from laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy

(LIBS),4 LA inductively coupled plasma mass-spectrometry

(LA-ICP-MS)5 to matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

(MALDI),6 micromachining,7 pulsed laser deposition (PLD),8

nanoparticle production,9 laser ion source (LIS),10 etc. In

light source applications, pulsed, high intensity lasers are

used to heat and vaporize the material of interest in vac-

uum.11 In that scenario, the plasma formed by the leading

edge of the laser pulse will be heated efficiently by the rest

of the laser pulse. This is true when the duration of the laser

pulse (sp) is greater than 100’s of ps. For short pulse laser

ablation, with sp� 1ps, the plasma formation takes place

after deposition of the entire laser pulse energy onto the

target. For nanosecond “long pulse” laser ablation, according

to Singh and Narayan,12 the plasma expands isothermally

during the laser pulse followed by adiabatic expansion after

the laser pulse termination. During the isothermal expansion

regime, initially the laser interacts with the target and when

the initial low density, low temperature plasma plume is

formed, collisional ionization and excitation, coupled with

the remainder of the laser pulse energy rapidly heats and

ionizes the plasma.13 During adiabatic expansion regime,

the plasma expands freely into vacuum. The entire process

of nanosecond laser ablation, plasma formation, and expan-

sion has been studied extensively by various groups using

various plasma diagnostic tools and has been extensively

modeled.12,14–20

Some applications of laser-produced plasmas (LPPs) are

in the presence of moderate ambient gas (1-103 mTorr). For

example, in PLD, an ambient gas is always used as a modera-

tor for energetic particles. The laser passage through an ambi-

ent gas dramatically affects the laser-target, laser-plasma

generation, and plasma expansion features. The addition of an

ambient gas during plasma expansion will initiate several

complex processes.21–23 In fact, the presence of ambient gas

influences the entire processes of plasma generation as well as

expansion. Instead of free expansion in vacuum, the plume

expansion in the presence of a moderate ambient gas leads to

internal plume structures, plume splitting, sharpening, con-

finement, etc. Previous experimental studies have shown that

the expansion features of the plume heavily depended both on

laser properties, atomic mass and pressure of the ambient gas,

and focusing conditions.24,25 Most of the analytical applica-

tions of laser-plasma take place at atmospheric pressure or

under a flowing gas medium. For example, typically LIBS is

performed at atmospheric air pressure26 while LA-ICP-MS is

carried out in the presence of a flowing gas5 (typically Ar or

He). In both conditions, initially the plume pressure will be

significantly higher than the ambient pressure and will com-

press the ambient gas atoms leading to a formation of shock

front and at later stages, plume expansion ceases when its

pressure equilibrates with the background pressure.
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Numerous theoretical approaches such as analytical

methods, fluid dynamic models, and Monte Carlo methods

are used for describing the expansion of plasma plume and

understanding its temporal and spatial evolution.27 Many

theoretical studies have considered plasma expansion in

vacuum or at a very low-pressure background.28–30 In this

case, in agreement with experiments, the expansion

involves plume formation and free-plume expansion in vac-

uum.31,32 The plasma expansion into 1-atm background

gas was also intensively studied by several research

groups.14–18,33 It is found that the interaction of the expand-

ing plume with a high-pressure background gas crucially

affects the expansion dynamics. The expansion is spatially

confined and strongly decelerated with the formation of

shock waves and stopping. The dimensions of the plasma

plume are much smaller compared to that observed during

the expansion in vacuum. The propagation of shock waves

in a background gas has been quantitatively predicted using

the analytical “blast wave” model.34,35 The internal shock-

wave-like structure with shock waves traveling between the

front and the center of the expanding plume has been

reported in a number of studies.31,33,36 The initial state of

vortex formation due to plasma plume ambient gas interac-

tions has been also observed.37 Even though LPP expansion

in the presence of an ambient gas has been a topic of inter-

est over the last several decades and many efforts have

been made, the physics behind the entire process has not

been fully understood, essentially due to the complexity of

the various physical processes involved.

In this paper, we report on the expansion dynamics as

well as internal plume structure of laser ablated aluminum

plasma in Ar at atmospheric pressure using time resolved

focused shadowgraphy and gated 2-dimensional imaging.

We have also performed computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) simulations that support and further clarify the behav-

ior observed in the experimental data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELING DETAILS

For producing plasmas, 1064 nm, 6 ns (full width at half

maximum (FWHM)) pulses from an Nd:YAG laser was

used. The target was placed in a stainless steel vacuum

chamber which was filled with Ar at 1 atmospheric pressure.

The laser beam was focused, at normal incidence, onto the

target using a plano-convex lens with an estimated spot

diameter of 500 lm. A 2-mm thick aluminum piece in the

form of a slab was used as the target. We used focused shad-

owgraphy set up for recording shadowgrams. In this set up, a

relay lens is used to image the plasma plume onto a CMOS

CCD detector. A frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser with

wavelength 532 nm and pulse duration of 8 ns was used as a

probe light. The incoming probe laser beam constituted the

light source for the formation of each shadowgram. The

probe laser was synchronized with the plasma generating

laser using a delay generator with a maximum temporal jitter

of 61 ns. A synchronized CCD camera captured the result-

ing shadowgram of the laser produced plasma. The delay

between pump and probe lasers and the camera is varied to

interrogate the plasma plume at different times during its

expansion. A narrow band-pass filter with a peak transmission

wavelength of 532 nm rejected broadband optical emission

from the plasma reaching the detector. Fast photography

was accomplished with an intensified CCD (ICCD) camera

placed orthogonal to the laser beam. An objective lens

(Nikon Macrolens, f¼ 70-200 mm) was used to image the

plume region onto the camera to form a two-dimensional

image of the plume intensity. The visible radiation from the

plasma was recorded integrally over the wavelength range

of 350–900 nm.

The modeling of the expansion of LPP plume in the

presence of 1 atm Ar gas is carried out using the rhoCentral-

Foam solver,38 a part of the open source OpenFOAM tool-

box.39 It is a density-based solver for viscous compressible

flows using the conservative formulation. The central

upwind schemes40 are implemented to accurately resolve

shocks and contact discontinuities in compressible subsonic

and supersonic flows. The solver uses the Riemann-free

approach, which does not require the characteristic decom-

position and Jacobian evaluation, making it computationally

inexpensive. The governing equations of compressible fluid

motion are solved in an Eulerian frame using the finite vol-

ume method.41 The set of equations can be written as38

@q
@t
þr � ðq~uÞ ¼ 0; (1)

@q~u
@t
þr � ½~uðq~uÞ� ¼ �rp�r � ��s; (2)

@qE

@t
þr � ½~uðqEÞ� ¼ �r � ½~up� � r � ½~u � ��s� � r �~q: (3)

Equation (1) describes the continuity of mass, Eq. (2) is the

Navier-Stokes equation, and Eq. (3) is the conservation of

energy. Here q is the mass density, ~u is the fluid velocity, p
is the pressure, E ¼ eþ~u2=2 is the total specific energy with

e is the specific internal energy, ��s is the viscous stress tenser,

and ~q ¼ �krT is the heat flux where T is the temperature

and k is the conductivity. The perfect gas equation of state

p¼ qRT and e ¼ ðc� 1ÞRT is used to close Eqs. (1)–(3).

Here, R is the gas constant and c ¼ cp=cv is the ratio of spe-

cific heats at constant pressure and volume. The sequential

operator-splitting approach38 is used to solve the momentum

and energy equations. First, the inviscid equations (1) and

(2) are solved explicitly for the convective terms. Second,

the momentum and heat diffusion terms are then included as

implicit corrections to the inviscid solution. An implicit

Euler scheme is used for time derivatives. The computational

domain in a 2-dimensional Cartesian frame is used with x
and y lengths of 5 mm. The domain representation can be

seen in Sec. III C. A grid spacing of 10 lm (500� 500 cells)

is imposed. The domain is filled with Ar gas at a temperature

�300 K, pressure �1 bar, and a mass density �1.78 kg/m3.

The plasma plume is assumed to be formed within the laser

spot with a radius of �250 lm and a depth of �100 lm at

the center of the spot that corresponds to a reported depth

measurement under similar irradiance conditions used in the

present experiment.42 The cross-sectional shape of the crater
is assumed to be oval with an arc connecting a point on the
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peripheral edge of the laser spot with that in the center of

spot at a depth �100 lm. The plasma and background Ar are

treated as a compressible ideal gas. The computations are

carried out for three plasma temperatures �5, �10, and

�15 eV. In all three cases, the initial internal pressure of

plasma is assumed constant, �210 MPa. Under these condi-

tions, the corresponding mass density of plasma calculated

from the ideal gas law is �11.8, �5.9, and �3.9 kg/m3. Both

the plasma plume and background gas are motionless at time

t¼ 0. The plasma is then allowed to expand under its own

pressure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Focused shadowgraphy

Shadowgraphy is a well-known diagnostic tool for mon-

itoring the spatial variation of refractive index across a probe

beam.43 The shadowgram corresponds to second order of the

refractive field which will reveal the inhomogeneities in the

medium of interest in the best possible way. Two commonly

used shadowgraphic methods are direct shadowgraphy and

focused shadowgraphy. In direct shadowgraphy, a diverging

or parallel beam is used to monitor the refractive changes in

the medium. In focused shadowgraphy, a relay lens is used

to image the refractive medium onto the detector. The main

advantage of focused shadowgraphy is that it allows variable

magnification of the shadowgram. We employed the focused

shadowgraphy experimental method for investigating the dy-

namics of expanding laser plumes at atmospheric pressure.

Laser ablation in the presence of ambient gas forms

classical Taylor-Sedov blast waves when the interaction

between the plasma and the ambient gas is collisional and

when the mass of the swept ambient gas is greater than the

mass of the ablated plasma.35 Fig. 1 gives a series of shad-

owgram images illustrating the spatial and temporal evolu-

tion of the ablation process and plume expansion into the

ambient Ar. The laser energy used in the experiment was

100 mJ with a focal spot diameter of 500 lm. The time given

in the figure corresponds to a time index after the peak of the

plasma generating laser. Shock fronts can easily be seen in

the shadowgrams along with ejected material and an altered

second feature is observed inside the plume-background

compressed region especially at times 100–500 ns. The

refractive index change caused by the plasma is evident even

during the plasma generating laser-pulse. Although the

boundary of discontinuity in refractive index is very evident

at all frames, the shadow images recorded at the earlier times

(�50 ns) showed darkened regions without any structures.

This could be due to high densities at early times of plasma

radiation and/or spatial mixing caused by the long probe

laser pulse width. It should be noted that the probe laser

beam will become opaque when the plasma density reaches

critical density. Even if the plasma density is lower than the

critical density of the probe beam, at high plasma densities

the free-free absorption can attenuate the probe beam. Apart

from that the pulse width of the probe beam used in the pres-

ent experiment is 8 ns which relatively long considering the

fast expansion of the plume in the initial times which leads

to spatial mixing that cannot be avoided.

A distorted structure on the tip of the external shock-

wave is visible from very early time histories during plasma

formation which could be due to the formation of a laser sup-

ported detonation (LSD) wave as has been shown in earlier

studies.44 Russo et al.45 observed LSD in Ar and its propaga-

tion at �10 ns after the laser pulse for energies of 10 and

30 mJ. LSD formation is more evident in the case of argon

due to its low ionization potential (15.759 eV) and higher

density of argon. Because of the low ionization potential of

Ar, the compressed gas layer behind the external shockwave

is highly ionized and can absorb the incoming laser pulse

and can generate a sustaining LSD wave during the laser

pulse duration. LSD creates a region of high electron temper-

ature and electron density which results in non-uniform heat-

ing of the adjacent shockwave and vapor plume.45 The LSD

wave stops propagating by the end of laser pulse but due to

non-uniform heating, the central tip of the vapor plume and

adjacent shockwave continues to move faster than rest of the

plume and results in formation of irregular structures on the

top of the external shockwave as seen in the shadowgram

images. This feature disappears after about 80 ns.

For time histories >50 ns, the compressed region or

shock front is very evident in all the images. The shock front

is seen to be uniform and approximately spherical to the target

normal direction. The secondary shock observed behind the

primary shock wave is also spherical though the part of the

wave near to the laser cone angle showed instabilities. Fig. 2

shows a shadowgram recorded at 150 ns along with intensity

changes in the shadowgram in a direction perpendicular to the

FIG. 1. Shadowgrams taken at different

times during the evolution of the plasma

plume. The times given in the figure cor-

responds to the times after the peak of

the plasma generating laser pulse.
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target. The primary shock wave and the secondary shock

wave are marked in the figure. The secondary shock wave is

visibly thicker than the primary shock wave. In the collisional

shock, the thickness of the shock front is of the order of colli-

sional mean free path of the particle in the shock front.

Decreasing pressure leads to increased particle mean free path

leading to the formation of thicker shock front. The intensity

contour plots obtained from the shadowgram given in Fig. 2

clearly shows multiple density jumps. However, these features

are apparently absent at later times of plasma evolution. Cal-

lies et al.46 observed similar structure inside the plume and

noticed the second discontinuity corresponds to plasma lumi-

nescence. At later stages of expansion, the secondary shock

could be a part of an internal shock-wave structure within the

plasma plume described by Brode.19 For nanosecond laser

plasma generation for the laser intensities reported here, a

portion of the laser pulse at the rising edge ablates and heats a

thin nm layer of target material.47 Free electrons, which are

accelerated by the lasers electric field, drive collisional excita-

tion and further ionization. The coupling of the laser pulse to

the target mass (for ablation) or to the plasma plume depends

strongly upon the local plasma frequency, fp and hence elec-

tron density, Ne (fp� 8.9�Ne
1/2). In actuality, the laser pulse

will shift between target ablation and plume heating many

times during the laser pulse. The fast moving plume species

push forward the gas pile up (primary shock wave). As time

evolves, the velocities of target atoms dissipated by nearby

gas atoms leading to reduction in velocity. But for the primary

shock wave, the density peak still exists and keeps moving

due to energy obtained from the target atoms. The evolution

of the shock front given in Fig. 2 shows a wider density distri-

bution for the secondary shock wave compared to the primary

shockwave which clarify our claims.

The inner structure noticed in the back of the primary

shock front contains an instability region near to the laser

cone. Grun et al.48 observed instabilities in Taylor-Sedov blast

waves propagating through a uniform gas with low adiabatic

index (c). They observed a stable blast wave in the presence of

nitrogen gas (cN¼ 1.3) while the entire blast wave geometry

showed instabilities in the presence of Xe gas (cXe¼ 1.06).

However, in the present experiment, the instabilities are

noticed in the secondary shock waves and that only occurred

near to the target normal direction (laser cone angle). Since the

deformity of the inner spherical front appears only at the laser

cone angle, we believe that this refractive index modulation is

caused by laser-plasma interaction. In fact a, deformation in

the plume-background interface is noticeable at the plume

front position even at earlier times (see Fig. 1), though internal

structure details are not apparent due to significant probe beam

absorption by the plasma/spatial mixing. As time evolves, in-

ternal features are more evident and the internal spherical front

detached from the shock front and moves slowly.

As the shock front moves away from the target surface,

it accrues mass resulting in deceleration. The position-time

(R-t) plot obtained from the shadowgram is given in Fig. 3.

FIG. 2. (a) Typical shadowgram image recorded during the laser ablation of

Al at 1 atm Ar pressure at 150 ns. The structures noticed are marked. (b) The

intensity change in the shadowgram along the target normal is given. The

intensity change is obtained slightly away from the beam central position

(represented by the dotted line in (a)) to avoid the deformation noticed in the

secondary shock.

FIG. 3. Position-time plots obtained from shadowgraphic images are given

(hollow circles). The solid line fit corresponds to blast wave model. The

deceleration of the plume expansion estimated from R-t curve is shown in

the right curve (solid squares).
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The data show the plume expands very rapidly in the first

few 10’s of nanoseconds. However, the velocity of the plume

is found to decrease rapidly with time. Typically, these plas-

mas expand freely in vacuum49 with a velocity �100 km/s

indicating that the ambient gas starts to slow the plasma

expansion even at the earliest times of its generation. The

estimated plume deceleration is also given in Fig. 3 shows

the influence of 1 atm ambient gas on expansion dynamics of

the plasma plume. The recorded shadowgrams show that the

plume expansion approximately follows spherical expansion.

We compared the R-t data with Taylor-Sedov theory which

state that blast wave propagation from a point explosion fol-

lows the following expression:35

R ¼ n
E

q

� �1=nþ2

t2=nþ2; (4)

where t is the delay time following ignition, qb is the back-

ground gas density, E is the amount of energy released dur-

ing the explosion, and n is a constant which is depended on

the specific heat capacity ratio. In general, Eq. (4) can be

rewritten as R¼ atb. The blast wave model described in Eq.

(4) can be used to characterize laser plasma plume expansion

dynamics in the presence of an ambient atmosphere. The

value of b which is 2/n þ 2, where n¼ 3, 2, or 1 for spheri-

cal, cylindrical or plane wave shock wave propagation

respectively. Hence for the spherical blast wave, Eq. (4) fol-

lows R¼ at0.4 and respective fittings are given in Fig. 3

(solid black line) which shows good agreement with

recorded plasma expansion behavior especially at times

>300 ns. The shadowgrams can also be used for estimating

the shock wave pressure35 by using the following equation:

psw ¼ 2
2n
5

� �2 E2q3
b

t6

� �0:2

: (5)

The calculated pressures of the shock wave at different times

after laser ablation are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum

recorded pressure at 60 ns after the peak of the laser pulse is

�100 MPa and its value decreases with the shock wave

expansion. The estimated shock pressure at 2 ls is �1 MPa

which is an order of magnitude higher than the pressure of

the ambient gas (0.1 MPa).

B. Fast photography of the plume

Fast photography that provides two-dimensional snap

shots of the three-dimensional LPP propagation is one of the

versatile diagnostic tools for understanding the expansion

dynamics of laser created plumes especially when the plume

interacts with an ambient gas.25 This capability becomes

essential for the hydrodynamic understanding of plume prop-

agation and reactive scattering.50 Typically, emission from

the plasma begins soon after the laser photons reach the sur-

face. The ICCD images of the expanding plume recorded at

different times after the onset of plasma are given in Fig. 5.

The gate time of the intensifier on the ICCD was kept to 2 ns

for all images. All images shown here have been normalized

to the peak intensity in that image for clarity. The imaging

was performed perpendicular to the target normal and hence

the images given in Fig. 5 represent a side view of the

expanding plume.

The 3-dimensional plume propagation is governed by

the initial pressure gradients and shape of the plume at the

end of the laser pulse. Previous studies using ICCD fast pho-

tography showed that32 as the pressure increases from vac-

uum, there exist a transition regime, where the plume is

characterized by strong interpenetration of the plasma spe-

cies and background gas that leads to plume splitting and

sharpening. During this stage of mutual penetration of laser

plasma and ambient gas, a considerable fraction of the ki-

netic energy is converted into heat which in turn increases

the temperature of the gas and radiation. The pressure range

of the transition regime depends on several experimental pa-

rameters including, target and ambient gas masses and laser

intensity. However, such features are found to be absent at

gas pressures �0.1 Torr Ar atmosphere. At one atmospheric

pressure, the plume emission appears both uniform and ho-

mogeneous without many internal structures as well as sharp

boundary separating the plume and ambient gas medium (as

seen in Fig. 5). It should be noted that the presence of a back-

ground gas during LPP expansion can lead to formation of

stationary ambient plasma.22 This is caused by ionization of

ambient gas atoms by prompt electrons and/or intense

extreme ultraviolet light coming out from the early stages of

plasma formation. So unlike shadowgraphy, a sharp bound-

ary is not expected when self-emission is used to monitor the

plume-background interface. The expansion behavior of the

plasma at 1 atm is distinctly different from plasma expansion

in moderate ambient pressures (10-500 mTorr), where a

sharp emitting boundary zone is seen separating the plume

and ambient gas.32 This shock boundary is found to be

absent when the plume expansion takes place at 1 atm.

The time sequence of ICCD images shows that the

plume expands rapidly in the first 100 ns and then propagates

slowly. Shadowgraphic results showed the ambient gas

decelerate the plasma even at the initial times of plasma gen-

eration. Even with 2 ns gating, the intensity features in the

plume images do not show internal structures at timesFIG. 4. Shock wave pressure estimated using Eq. (5).
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�250 ns. However, such internal structures are evident at

later times. Emission intensity as a function of distance along

the direction of plume expansion is given in Fig. 6 at differ-

ent times after the evolution of the plume. These plots are

obtained from the ICCD images and provide useful insight

into the internal structures in the plume. For easier compari-

son, each profile has been normalized to its maximum

intensity. The distance zero corresponds to target position.

Low intensity radiation observed at negative distances is due

to reflection of the light from the target sample surface and

captured by the ICCD.

The emission intensity profiles show a single peak distri-

bution at 100 ns after the onset of plasma formation indicat-

ing uniform bulk emission along the target normal. Even

though the plume propagation is noticeable at the intensity

distribution recorded at 460 ns, the self-emission from the

plume is found to be uniform. However, at later times, a

clear indication of center of mass shift away from the target

is evident and the intensity is found to peak at the plume-

ambient boundary.51

Similar to shadowgraphy images, ICCD images were

used to generate distance-time (R-t) plots and the results

obtained, together with the shadowgraphy results are given

in Fig. 7. The shock front boundary is found to be very well

defined in shadowgraphy images while the self- emission

recorded using the ICCD showed significant uncertainty in

recording plume front positions. In the present case we took

the plume front position based on a 90% reduction in

the maximum intensity. The data obtained from shadowgra-

phy plume front positions and Taylor-Sedov shock fit are

also given in Fig. 7 for better comparison. The data sets

showed reasonable agreement with data obtained from shad-

owgraphy and ICCD plume imaging at early times (times

� 400 ns). However, after �400 ns, there exists a discrepancy

in plume front positions obtained from the two diagnostic

methods. The plume propagation data obtained from ICCD

imaging are found to be confined with little or no movement,

FIG. 5. ICCD images of laser ablated

plumes at 1 atm Ar pressure.

FIG. 6. Intensity counts (scale units) obtained from the ICCD images along

the plume normal expansion direction are given for various times during the

evolution of the plasma. For better comparison, all the intensity profiles are

normalized with respect to their maximum intensity. The distance zero cor-

responds to target position.
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while the shadowgraphic images showed propagation of the

plume front even at larger times.

The self-emission from the plasma is found to cease at

later times while the plume-ambient interface is continuously

propagating at larger distances away from the target. This

implies the major emission from the plasma is due to target

bulk atoms/ions while the plume-ambient boundary is not

generating any visible emission except the refractive changes

in the medium. In the shadowgraphy images, we noticed an

internal shock wave appeared in the earliest times of plume

propagation. We plotted R-t data obtained from the internal

shock wave shown in Fig. 7 which is found to be in reasona-

ble agreement with data obtained from ICCD images. This

clearly highlights the internal shock noticed in the shadowg-

raphy is generated by target bulk atoms.

The shock model fit is found to be good only for shad-

owgraphy plume-ambient gas interface zone and the plume

propagation obtained from ICCD images at early times. Pre-

vious studies showed that the drag model provides a better fit

at later phases of plume expansion in a highly viscous back-

ground medium, which is given by32

R ¼ Ro½1� expð�btÞ�; (6)

where R0 is the stopping distance of the plume and b is the

slowing coefficient (R0b¼ v0). The drag model predicts that

the plume will eventually come to rest due to resistance from

collisions with the background gas. The drag model fit given

in Fig. 7 agrees well with plume propagation data obtained

from ICCD images as well as the secondary inner shock

observed in the shadowgraphy images.

C. Modeling results

The hydrodynamic equations (1)–(3) for non-steady

state expansion of plasma plume are numerically solved. The

spatial and temporal evolution of pressure, density, tempera-

ture and velocity are calculated. Here, the results are pre-

sented for the case of plasma expansion with an initial

temperature of �5 eV and mass density of �11.8 kg/m3. The

initial plasma temperature and density assumption is based

on reported plasma parameters under similar irradiation con-

ditions.49,52,53 The profiles of pressure, temperature, mass

density, and the y-component of velocity (velocity along the

target normal direction) are shown in Fig. 8 for different

times. It is evident that strong shock waves are produced as

the plume expands into the background argon atmosphere

(Fig. 8(a)). The plume pressure drops rapidly during first

tens of nanoseconds in agreement with the experimental data

(Fig. 4). Complex motion of plasma arises behind the devel-

oped shock wave. At t� 100 ns, the pressure inside the

expanding plume becomes lower than that at the plasma-

argon interface. At t� 400 ns, in the region near y¼ 0 the

pressure reaches the value of �0.04 MPa which is lower than

the background pressure, �0.1 MPa. At �1000 ns, a sharp

increase in pressure is noticed near the plume’s center. The

plume enters into an oscillating stage of its expansion at

t	 1400 ns (at least 3–4 internal shock waves are seen in

Fig. 8(a)). The internal shock waves travels several times

between the plume’s center and front. At later times

(t> 1000 ns), the plume front moves more slowly due to the

confining effect of the argon background. However, the

sharp interface between plume and background is retained

even at times t� 2000 ns. The pressure at the shock front is

�1 MPa that is in remarkably good agreement with an exper-

imental estimate (Fig. 4).

At early times t� 400 ns, the dynamics of the plume’s

temperature (Fig. 8(b)) is broadly similar in profile to the

plumes pressure profile. However, at t� 400 ns, the tempera-

ture is �2000 K near y¼ 0 which is considerably higher than

the simulated background temperature, �300 K. At later

times (t	 1000 ns), the temperature is in the region of

5000 K, which is effectively the plume’s flow temperature

and is related to the initial momentum of the plasma species

during the initial explosive expansion. The mass density of

plume quickly decreases from �11.8 kg/m3 to the back-

ground density �1.7 kg/m3 during t<�400 ns (Fig. 8(c)).

The mass swept by the shock front of the plume then forms a

thin shock layer which travels with the shock wave leaving

behind it a low-density region. The inner plume mass density

is lower by approximately an order of magnitude compared

to the argon background density.

The y-component of velocity increases sharply from

zero to �4 km/s at time t� 40 ns (Fig. 8(d)). This value is

even higher at shorter times (not shown) which also corre-

sponds to initial plasma temperatures. The velocity of the

shock wave decreases significantly at t� 400 ns. It is seen

that at t>�400 ns an internal shock wave is formed near the

plume’s center traveling in the same direction as the primary

one. At t>�1400 ns, the plasma flow is reversed toward the

plume’s center behind the internal shock. At this stage, the

motion of plasma in the plume near the surface of the target

is very complicated due to the development of a ring-like

vortex, sucking denser Ar back towards the target (not

shown).

FIG. 7. Distance-time (R-t) plot obtained from the ICCD images are given

along with data obtained from shadowgraphy images. The points correspond

to experimentally taken data and the smooth curves represent the various

modeling fits. The ambient-plume interface obtained from the shadowgram

closely follows a Taylor-Sedov shock fit while the ICCD plume front posi-

tions as well as the inner shock front obtained from shadowgrams agree well

with a drag force model fit especially at later times.
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A contour map of pressure field is shown in Fig. 9 for dif-

ferent time moments. It is seen that the plasma starts to expand

perpendicularly to the target surface into ambient Ar

(t� 100 ns). The low-pressure region is formed in the center of

plasma plume. The pressure in the normal direction is greater

compared to that along the surface of the target. Due to this

effect, at t� 400 ns, the nearly cylindrical column of expand-

ing plasma develops with the pressure lower than the back-

ground Ar pressure. At t>�1000 ns, the internal shock wave

is formed close to the plume’s center. The pressure increases

significantly along the surface of the target. At t� 2000 ns,

several oscillating shock waves are seen within the plume area.

The plume transforms to a nearly symmetric shape.

The y-position of the shock front as a function of time is

shown in Fig. 10 for three cases with the initial temperatures

�5, �10, and �15 eV. In all cases the initial pressure was

kept at �210 MPa. Therefore, the corresponding initial mass

densities according to the ideal gas law are �11.8, �5.9, and

�3.9 kg/m3. It is seen in Fig. 10 that during t� 1000 ns the

y-position of the shock front is nearly the same. At t>
� 1000 ns, the shock front of the plasma plume which exhib-

its a lower temperature (higher mass density) moves slightly

faster. However, at t� 2000 ns, the y-location of the shock

front is very close to �3.5 mm in all three cases. These pro-

files of the position of shock front are in very good agree-

ment with the experimental data (Fig. 3).

The present modeling results and the good agreement

with experimental data demonstrate that the expansion dy-

namics of the LPP plume into an Ar atmosphere at pressure

�1 bar can be investigated using CFD modeling. The initial

plasma expansion was started from an oval crater produced by

the laser in the target. The plume with much higher pressure

and density extrudes and pushes away the background gas. It

is observed that the plasma remains close to the target surface

during the early stage. The distance between the plasma front

and the target surface is smaller than the size of the laser spot,

and the 2-dimensional expansion of plasma is strictly normal

to the surface. At later times, the cylindrically symmetric col-

umn of expanding plasma develops in agreement with our

experiments (Fig. 3) and previous results.54 Similar plasma

plume dynamics was also demonstrated in studies using a

one-dimensional hydrodynamic model.27 The laser-generated

plasma flow was strongly forward peaked. The dynamics of

the expanding plasma changes rapidly in space and in time.

At the earliest times, the asymmetric jet-like expansion is very

fast and a strong shock wave is formed. However, the back-

ground gas slows down the plasma plume. At later times, the

motion of plume front is significantly decelerated. The struc-

ture of the observed shock waves within the plasma plume is

quite complicated. A strong shock wave moving outward and

a rarefaction wave moving inward are observed initially. Then

the internal shock wave arises imploding on the center of the

FIG. 8. Profiles of (a) pressure, (b) tem-

perature, (c) mass density, and (d)

y-component of velocity along a line per-

pendicular to the surface of target at the

x¼ 0 for various time moments.
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plume at y¼ 0. It moves outward splitting at the contact

boundary into the reflected and transmitted shocks. Thus, the

internal shock structures in the plume develop after t� 400 ns,

and this is in good agreement with our experimental observa-

tions from the fast photography (Fig. 6). The internal shock

waves can travel several times between the center and front of

the plasma plume. Only the early shock waves have large

amplitudes and can be detected in the experiment throughout

the time duration studied. The expansion with oscillating

shock waves inside the plasma plume was reported in previ-

ous modeling studies.33,36 At late times, the development of a

ring-like vortex is observed in the velocity field near the sur-

face. The vortical motion is caused by the low-pressure and

low-density region formed behind the shock front.

The main focus of our computational studies is on the

hydrodynamic motion of laser-produced plasma in the pres-

ence of 1 atm Ar gas. However, the plasma expansion normal

to the target surface starts during the laser pulse27 and the

3-dimensional plume propagation at the later stages is gov-

erned by the initial pressure gradients and shape of the plume

at the end of the laser pulse. Our hydrodynamic model

describes only the stage of plasma expansion after the end of

laser pulse without treating the target heating, evaporation and

ionization processes. Therefore, the pressure drops rapidly

after the expansion starts. In reality, the high pressure at the

surface is maintained for the duration of the laser pulse, in the

present experiment the FWHM of the pulse is 6 ns, thus, sig-

nificantly increasing the velocity of the plasma expansion at

least by a factor of two.20 In the present modeling, we have

chosen the initial value of pressure which gives the best fit to

the experimental data. The criterion was to match the position

of the shock front as a function of time. The initial pressure

was taken �210 MPa. At later times the pressure is in a good

agreement with the experimental estimate.

FIG. 9. Contour map of the pressure field

for different time moments displayed in

microseconds (enhanced online) [URL:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4745867.1].

FIG. 10. The position of the front of expanding plasma as a function of time

for plasma plumes with initial temperatures of 5, 10, and 15 eV.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated spatio-temporal evolution of ns laser

ablation plumes at atmospheric pressure, a favored condition

for LIBS or LA-ICP-MS. The plasmas were generated using

1064 nm, 6 ns pulses from a Nd:YAG laser focused on an Al

target. The hydrodynamics of the expanding plume in the

presence of an ambient were studied using focused shadowg-

raphy and fast photography. Shadowgram images showed

material ejection and generation of shock fronts. The shadow

images recorded in the earlier times (�50 ns) showed dark-

ened regions without any structures. This is due to high den-

sities at early times of plasma radiation and/or spatial mixing

caused by long probe laser pulse width. Internal structures

inside the plume-ambient interface have been seen during

the time window of 100–500 ns. A secondary shock observed

behind the primary shock wave during this time window,

which is also spherical through the part of the wave near to

the laser cone angle, showed instabilities. The position-time

plot of the secondary shock wave followed the plume front

positions obtained from the self-emission and hence we con-

cluded that the secondary shock waves are generated by fast

moving target material. The instabilities noticed in the sec-

ondary shock waves at the laser cone angle are caused by

laser-plasma interaction. The expansion features of plume

obtained from shadowgrams were well fitted with the blast

wave model.

The 2-ns gated self-emission images obtained using

ICCD photography were compared with shadowgraphy

images. The time sequence of ICCD images showed, simi-

lar to shadowgraphy images, rapid expansion in the first

100 ns followed by slow propagation though a distinct

boundary between the plume emission zone and back-

ground was not seen. Even with 2 ns gating, the intensity

features in the plume images did not show internal struc-

tures at times �250 ns. However, such internal structures

are evident at later times. The plume front estimates using

ICCD images showed reasonable agreement with data

obtained from shadowgraphy at early times �400 ns. How-

ever, at later times ICCD images showed plume confine-

ment while the shadowgraphic images showed propagation

of the plume front even at larger times. This implies that

major emission from the plasma is due to target bulk atoms/

ions while the plume-ambient boundary is not generating

any visible emission except the refractive changes in the

medium.

Structure and dynamics of the plume obtained from opti-

cal diagnostic tools were compared to numerical simulation.

We have shown that the main features of plume expansion in

background argon observed in the experiments can be repro-

duced by the continuum hydrodynamics model. The shape of

plasma plume, the pressure and position of shock front are

found in good agreement with the experimental results dur-

ing t� 2000 ns. The initial-stage asymmetric expansion, the

internal shock-wave-like plume structure, and the vortical

motion are observed. These computational results comple-

ment the experimental data providing the valuable insight

into the expansion dynamics and shock structure of the

plasma plume.
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